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I.  INTRODUCTION

A.  Introduction

The concept of nuclear spinwaves is the result of attempts to

++explain seemingly anomalous nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data- of Mn

in antiferromagneticl KMnF3.  In a ferromagnet or antiferromagnet with a

hyperfine interaction the MNR frequency whichiis measured is in disagree-

ment with that predicted by the following simple argument.

One first represents the hyperfine interaction by

 4 = AI·s (1.1)-. -.

where A is the hyperfine constant, i and j are the nuclear and electronic

spins, respectively.  This energy may be thought of as arising from a

nuclear spin in an average hyperfine field as follows

J

/V

  This implies a precessional frequency of.the nuclei in this field of

-HNN =  w.= A <s> (1.3)

Y

where < > represents thermal average and y is the nuclear gyromagnetic

ratio.    (we  take 4i  =  1  throughout).

At low temperatures <S> 2 S. The assumption has been made that

Hnn is much greater than the external applied field H.  It should be

noted that one has tacitly assumed that there is no electronic-nuclear
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correlation.  In other words, the electronic spin is held rigid while

the nuclear spin precesses. in the hyperfine field caused by the electron.

++
Electron paramagnetic resonance studies of Mn in a diamagnetic

host can yield a value for A.2  This value of A predicts an NMR frequency  '

much higher than that which is actually measured3 in KMnF3.  To account

for this the coupled electron-nuclear motion must be considered.  In a

'

system in which the electronic spin system is tightly coupled, such as

'    KMnF3' the possibility immediately arises that one precessing nucleus

can disturb the whole electronic spin system.  If one nuclear spin

disturbs a neighboring electronic spin then the neighboring nuclear spin

is also disturbed because of the strong hyperfine coupling.  The net

effect is one in which nuclei can "communicate" with other nuclei via

the electronic system.  When such a collective effect is quantized the

·

result is a so called nuclear magnon or nuclear spinwave. Nuclear
4

spinwaves differ from electronic spinwaves in that the nuclear spin

system is far from ordered, in fact at 4.2°K <Iz>/I is of the order of

one percent; however, a well defined spectrum is proved to exist.
5

£4 The concept of nuclear spinwaves predicts accurately the value of

the NMR (k = 0) frequency and provides answers to other problems

encountered with high power nonlinear absorbtion in KMnF3 as well as other

related compounds, such as RbMnF3 and CsMnfl•  Nuclear spinwaves, like
. -'

electronic spinwaves, are characterized by a specific relationship

between frequency w and wavevector k.  Conventional NMR can yield

6
information only about the k=0 spinwave while the parallel pumping

I experiment can be used to measure lifetimes of spinwaves of arbitrary

wavevector.

The powerful tool of parallel pumping was discounted by previous
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authors as a possibility for investigation of nuclear spinwave relaxation

1
rates. The process they envisioned is one in which one photon creates

two nuclear magnons by direct coupling of the rf field to the nuclear

spin system.  Impossibly high rf powers are required for this excitation.

In another attempt to show the feasibility of exciting nuclear spinwaves

by parallel pumping Nino and Keffer7 considered the case of one photon

exciting simultaneously one nuclear and one electronic spinwave.  They

predicted the threshold field for such a process to be just within

experimental limits.  Their theory, however, when applied to the anti-

ferromagnet RbMnF3 holds only for very low external fields in which case

the magnetization vectors are approximately parallel and antiparallel

to the external field, and they also neglected the possibility of

exciting nuclear spinwaves alone.  Hinderks and Richards8,9 considered

the case of RbMnF3 in an external field larger than the field required

to "flop" the sublattice magnetization vectors approximately perpendicular

to the external field.  In this "flopped" configuration they assumed the

parallel pumping rf to couple only to the electronic spin system.  In

the flopped configuration the spins are canted slightly toward the

external field direction.  This canting allows parallel pump processes

in which one photon creates two electronic, one nuclear and one electronic

and two nuclear spinwaves. Also, they showed experimental results of the

parallel pumping of one nuclear and one electronic spinwave in RbMnF3.

M.H. Seavey independently considered the possibility of parallel
10

pumping two electronic spinwaves in the flopped antiferromagnet CsMnF3.

11Later, Adams, Hi nderks, and,Ri chards reported excitation of two

nuclear spinwaves by parallel pumping in CsMnF L Morgenthaler and



directions much like a simple antiferromagnet.  In the simple anti-

4

12
Platzker   point out that one must include effects of Suhl first order

processes because of the ability of canted antiferromagnets to absorb

rf power linearly when the rf field is parallel to the external magnetic

field.

In this work parallel pumping experiments on CsMnF3 and RbMnF3

are reported and relaxation rates inferred.  We analyze the problem of

the Suhl first order process as well as the parallel pumping process in

the  context  of  the Hols tein-Primakoff formalism and arrive at generally
13

12
the same results as Morgenthaler and Platzker. One parallel pumping

experiment is performed to confirm directly the necessity for including

the Suhl first order process.

These experiments represent the first direct confirmation of

nuclear spinwaves.  The experimental methods used to excite two nuclear

spinwaves by parallel.pumping represent totally new techniques in micro-

wave spectrometers at frequencies in the 1000 MHz range.  This technique,

which uses a resonant helix rather than the conventional coaxial cavity,

permits high sensitivity.because of the large ratio of sample volume to

volume of the rf fields.

B.  Mode Geometries

The basic mode patterns of RbMnF3 and CsMnF3 in the flopped state

are shown in Fig. 1-1.  The two magnetization vectors precess in opposite

/erromagnet there exist two degenerate normal mode frequencies.
14

However, because of the canting this degeneracy is broken up in a canted

antiferromagnet and hence, there are two distinct normal mode frequencies

corresponding, to two nearly orthogonal motions.    Also,  in the flopped
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Fig. 1-1  Elliptical precession of sublattice magnetizations about

equilibrium directions, canted at an angle 0c with respect
-

to a plane perpendicular to H.  The axes of ellipse are
denoted by a and b.
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state, the magnetization vectors precess in an ellipse rather than a

circle.  In the absence of any hyperfine interaction and for a substance

with uniaxial anisotropy, the resonance frequencies for the two modes  

are approximately ;   .

321 = r H
(1.4)

52 z=   r  (H,  HA )02

where r is the gyromagnetic ratio and H is the external field.  HE and

HA are the exchange and anisotropy fields.  The assumption has been made   .

that HE >> H.  It is assumed that a plane perpendicular to the uniaxial

axis, which we take as the y-direction, is an easy plane of anisotropy and

that HA stabilizes the electronic spins in this plane.

It is interesting to calculate with a simple method  the actual

degree of ellipticityp since it is this ellipticity which gives rise to

parallel pumping.

The energy of the system is taken to be

E = Acl.'218-H·(21,+ty,) 4- -HA (MAY,+MT,)   (1.5,2 M

with the condition that  MAI = M·=  MB| . The position of the

magnetization vectors at various times are shown in Fig. 1-2 and 1-3 for

the field dependent mode with frequency Al and the field independent

mode with frequency R2 respectively.  Reference to Fig. 1-2a shows for

the field dependent mode that

E (t = 0)   -   F   =   /VI  H f z s  i 71 ec (1.6)
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where E  is the energy in the equilibrium position.  It is assumed that

a << 1.  With the help of Fig. 1-2b, one has

2.

E  (t  =  Tr/2 31.h -   Eo --   2  H\  \AE  13 (1.7)

where AM = HE and it is assumed B << 1 and HE >> HA.  Using the fact

that the.precession is one of constant energy one can equate Eqs..(1.6)

and (1.7) yielding

;1:·   -  4 1, 6-4                                               0,1 .8,

Elementary considerations show

S 1 -11  0   =         H  /2  H E
(1.9)

Combining Eqs. (1.4), (1.8) and (1.9) yields

« = 2 TH. 7.,1/3         Ill

Hence, there is large ellipticity in the motion of .the sublattice

magnetizations.  Since the magnitude of MA or  B is constant and the

motion is an ellipse of precessional frequency Al about the equilibrium

direction, the projection of a sublattice magnetization vector on the

equilibrium direction must have a 2Al time dependence.  If this is now

projected on to the z axis as shown in Fig. 1-4a, the z component of

total magnetization M  must also have a 291 time dependence.  The ratio

-
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of the maximum M  to the minimum M  is derived in the following way.

The minimum value of M  corresponds to the situation in Fig. 1-2a.

In this position it is clear that

M f ( 111 1 M) =  /'/If  + /VI g

=     M     st  b  (4-  4)  + 1/15,4  (ec  + •5 1 (1.10)

M 691'n)   =  2/ 1 sin 8( Cos «

1 The maximum value of M< corresponds to Fig. 1-2b.  In this position one

has.

Ml: Gn ax)  =   1'1   4- MB2
(1.11)

Mt(,nax)  = 2/Vt stnec

Therefore, the ratio of M  (max) to M  (min) is given by

AA*/Wlay) l 1 + 312  -   -ri.                           -     .                --    as

t* $ (741 M) -   Co, 1                2
(1.12)

Postulating that the motion of MT is an ellipse, it is instructive

to calculate the actual amount of ellipticity.  M  corresponding to the

x component of M  in Fig. 1-2a is

*4

.'
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»                1'/1; *0  /,Al + Bl

=   /VI   C O>  Ce.  -  HJ  -   /*1CoS *c  + 61)

A A Y (1.13)
,v, 1        =    2 A/1  sip,  ec   .s, y'  0<

M , defined as the y component of MT in Fig. 1-2b is

M T = /'4 1 + f o

iv| T      =    2 M  c o,   4   3, ·rt  #
(1.14)..Y

.      Hence, the ratio of the axes of the ellipse is

- M TY      =         +a·n  ec       .st n  '                   /AAX Sin (1.15)/v I T

where use has been made of Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) and ec, a and B are

assumed to be much less than unity.  The motion is therefore circular.

Eqs. (1.12) and (1.15) imply that the magnitude of M- is not constant,gl

as is commonly the case in ferromagnets.  We restate that the magnitudes

of the individual sublattice magnetizations MA and MB are of course

constant.

4                                                                     $
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The rate at which energy is absorbed is given by

(f'.,9344 4,1
  105

= 4 At (1.16) &

 +IMe  aug·

Only if hx or h  has an einit time dependence, will it survive the

2init
time average.  Also hz must have an e time dependence to survive

the time average.  These represent transverse or resonant pumping and

parallel or parametric pumping respectively.

A similar analysis can be given for the field independent mode

(see Fig. 1-3).

E  (t=o)  -  go=  2 M  HE 0(z (1.17)

E(t=Fr/23©-E - M HA 82                  -(1.18)

0-

Equating (1.17) and (1.18) for the same reason discussed preceding Eq.

(1.8) yields
i //z

-5_    =        (2  11 6    11 A)       =      322     .      <<    2 HE 2 PH, (1.19)

Again, the motion of an individual magnetization vector is highly

elliptical, but careful inspection shows that the total of the two

.magnetization vectors does not precess at all, but only moves up and

down the z axis as shown in Fig. 1-4b.  Referring to Eq. (1.16), it is
:                                                                                             1

clear that rf power will be absorbed by this mode only if h is in the
rf
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z direction.  An ein2t time dependence for hz will survive the time

average and it is this absorbtion which gives rise to resonant pumping.

If M  has a Fourier component at 202 then power can be absorbed by an      «

hz with an
e time dependence and the parallel pumping type of
2i 02t

parametric excitation can occur.  It is the ability of the field

independent mode to absorb both linearly and parametrically when the

driving rf is applied parallel to the external field which complicates

the parallel pumping problem.  This problem is discussed in Chapter II

when the parallel pumping thresholds are considered.

a                                                             /0.
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II.  A DETAILED TREATMENT OF NUCLEAR AND ELECTRONIC

SPINWAVES IN A CANTED ANTIFERROMAGNET

A.  Normal Modes

The two antiferromagnets RbMn F3 and CsMnF3 have the common

features of canting and low anisotropy.  These lead to pronounced effects

on the normal modes of their spin systems.  The effects are, briefly,

relatively low nonnal mode frequencies and high ellipiticity of

18
precession. Another interesting feature is the large hyperfine inter-

action which results in a high degree of coupling between the low and

high frequency branches of their frequency spectrum.1  This is the so

called "pulling" effect.- To explain these features and show the

feasibility of nonlinear excitation in these substances, the normal

modes of the spin systems must be calculated.

The ground state of the system is assumed to be an approximately

antiparallel arrangement of the magnetic spins and small departures

from this ground state can be approximated by a noninteracting spinwave

formalism.  The methods of Holstein and Primakoff are used to derive

the nonmal modes.
13

The   Hamiltonian   for   the   sys tem is,  considered   to   be   a   sum   of··

the exchange, Zeeman, anisotropy and hyperfine terms. For simplicity,

only the "flopped" configuration of the spins is considered.  The

equilibrium position of the spins is shown in Fig. 2-1.  This "flopped"

position becomes energetically more favorable when the external applied

field exceeds H defined bySF

 -1 SP'         i      (f  HE  14)02                                                                                   (2.1)
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where HE and HA are the exchange and anisotropy fields respectively.

The conditions under which Eq. (2.1) may be expressed in this form are

discussed in section B.  Eq. (2.1) holds in RbMnF3 when the external

15field is along   the <100> crystal direction  at low temperatu res.       In

CsMnF3 the in-plane anisotropy is approximately zero and, as a result,

the sublattice magnetizations flop upon the application of any field

in the basal plane.:  In both substances the canting angle ec is
16                                        14

0(=    4/2 HE (2.2)

The large hyperfine interaction forces the nuclear spins to align

parallel to the electronic spins and thus the nuclear Zeeman contribu-

tion to the Hamiltonian can be ignored, since laboratory applied fields

are much weaker than the hyperfine fj, elds seen by the nuclei.  The

additional canting of the nuclei due to their interaction with the

17external field ist

e %   A/H „N

where H   is the field seen at the nucleus and is typically 650 x 103 Oe.
nn

18
RbMnF3 is adequately described by a two sublattice model  "while CsMnF3-

19
1 ., is most accurately described by a six sublattice model.

The following sections are devoted to a derivation of the normal

modes and instability thresholds for a two sublattice antiferromagnet

with cubic or uniaxial anisotropy.  In the cubic case, the external

field is assumed to be along a <100> direction.  For the uniaxial case,

the,field is applied in the basal plane which is considered an easy

plane of anisotropy.  The methods used to derive normal modes for the

two sublattices can in principle be applied to the full six sublattice
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system, but the results for the simplier two sublattice model show all

     the pertinent features of the canted antiferromagnet with a large
' .

hyperfine interaction.

It is important to be particularly careful with the three magnon

ter'Iris which arise from the exchange interaction because these may lead

to a nonlinear process in which a uniform prececession magnon decays

20
· into two k 4 0 spinwaves much like the Suhl first order process.

12
Platzker and Morganthaler   originated this concept, which has been

9.21
'          ignored by previous authors.

-

The following sections show that

certain first order Suhl-like processes are indeed possible in the frame-

work of the Holstein Primakoff formulation and cannot be neglected.

B.  Approximating The Hamiltonian With Spinwave Operators

The Hamiltonain for the system is written. in the form (0 = 1)

J.f= PH(  5,2'1-2 514 + 2 YCR,i) S,·  SsJ                                   (203)IJ

-   A  ( 1  I,  .  -St   '1-   E L   .   -S,)   +   J.Pa" '.3J

where the i and j refer to the ith and jth lattice site on different

sublattices.  H is the external field applied: in the z djrect4on as

shown in Fig. 2-2 and r is the electronic gyromagnetic ratio.  r is

assumed to be positive and the sign is taken into account explicitly in

Eq. (2.3).  k and i are the electronic and nuclear spin operators

respectively. The terms rep resent in order the Zeeman, exchange,   hyperfine

and anisotropy Hamiltonians.

Super-exchange acting through the F- ions is thought to be the

cause  of the antiferromagnetic alignment. The magni tude  of the exchange

-
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Fig. 2-2 Coordinate system used for normal mode calculation. z", z', x"
and x' lie in the x-z plane.
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1

·       is proportional to J.  The J in Eq. (2.3) is taken as positive, and the

sign of J is explicitly taken into account to make the electronic spin

system favor antiparallel alignment.  The hyperfine constant is also

taken to be positive.  The explicit sign in Eq. (2.3) is chosen to make

the nuclear and electronic spins parallel as is the case in RbMnF3 and

CsMnF3.  It is interesting to note that various authors assume the

electronic spins to be parallel as well as antiparallel.
7,22,23

The relative direction of the spins is ultimately controlled by the sign

of the hyperfine constant A.  Such a difference will only manifest

itself at high applied magnetic fields and does not affect the results

to be presented here.

The anisotropy Hamiltonian takes the form of an appropriate

power series expansion of the direction cosines compatible with

'' crystal symmetry.  For the cubic RbMnF3 only the lowest order terms

need be kept.
2 1

jl.,b=  f*- l· (Si, 5,Y  .  5£1, 51 + 5,i  s:,)
(2.4)

rl /  2 .2 1  -1          2

4- 2,(E, 5Jy  + 5,·, 5,*  +51,51*)J
J

where 2Kc/S = rHA.  If the anisotropy field is described in this manner,
.

I

then.Eq. (2.1) will hold.  The form in uniaxial CsMnF3 is

19   - -64 (- 52, + 2 5 J'y)                       (2,5)d  I a·K,2      s a    C  -6.                           J

where 21< /S = rHA.  For both types of anisotropy the coordinates are
.

shown in Fig. 2-2.

The electronic part of the Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms

of boson operators, using the coordinate system in Fig. 2-2 and defining
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spin deviation operators as follows

SI  =  15<k,  +  2  5/ y.   =   (2 5) 4  a,·

52 = Six. - 6 5 Y, = (2 5)02 6, +6
-

S;= 5.   +2 5 =(25)4 6$Jx*      374'                                          (2.6)

53 = Six .4 - 2 5JY" = (25)42 61

+
5,2,=    5-   4,  a,

512.,=     5   -   b:65'                                                                               ·                                                (2.7)

where the subscripts i and j refer to the A and B sublattices

respectively. This approximation is valid at low temperatures. Further,

only nearest,neighbor exchange will be assumed.  Defining the spatial

Fourier transforms in the usual way

.i M. r,·1  =  N-h  2 mile4K
L

(2.8)

12     -     N W     I    e -if.ri1<
J

with N ·equal   to the number of spins  on a sublattice, allows  one  to  wri te

the.exchange Hamiltonian

2„= S T(Ris) S Si
6, j                                                 (2.9)

-

in the fonm keeping only two magnon terms
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i.fei  =   2 E  j- f'NE  20,2 e,  (m: AT  + 6:  6,)
1     +               t,

+ 1 f 1 - c,05 2 04 1' H EYB (R g bK + At, bl)2\ (2.10)

-    -(1 + de,24 .)  1'14 Y' (m,  b-,, 'Si'1'JI,il

with

r HE  =     5   Z    I  (g 2 )
2                                         (2.11)

i K ,  8.8
, .       37    3(R 63  e-

- (2.12)

2
Yk --       -

F »2)
2

_           where z represents the nearest neighbors.  Thus, Yk is a function of the

geometry of the crystal.

The electronic Zeeman Hamiltonian

2.4#5   =      P  H  ( 2.    S, 2    +          St ,)
(2.13)

with H in the z direction can be expressed as follows again keeping only

two magnon terms
/   0

A-f2=  PHs)„ec  I. (1% ei, 4-b: 60 (2.14)

The anisotropy Hamiltonian given by either Eq. (2.4) or (2.5) can be

expressed in the form

AN    =  T   -E (  - E(9,4 4,4- bit     DK  )
V    1 67.h ;3 L--

i '1-Ii \

K                                                (2.15)

4 +
6 4 1  + '7

0 -F (29,227,4- 27" 22-12  4- 1'K 6-K+  " al'/.)
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In terms of Eq. (2.4), D and E are

D   -          .9 1<- -

.2  HA-  3* 1- -.-
(2.16)

E = 3 31  =- -3rHA9 5

For Eq. (2.5), D and E are

D -*- 6 - -1'1. A
5            -2                                     .(2.17)

E   =        ): Li     --      r t.1 A
52-

The hyperfine interaction is represented by the Hamiltonian
32

Ap,f  L  -A  (: 1-    5,  ' 1,   4-   2-   f,  ' :L ) (2.18)
L                            J

The electronic variables are converted to spinwave variables by Eq.

(2.6) through (2.8).  The nuclear variables are approximated by boson

operators in the following way.- Consider the vectors J. and J.
01            'UJ

defined by

j  ,1  = <1:,7 =   <72,20 - )T, 1

<I. > equals <I. > because of the identical hyperfine coupling of each1 Z' Jz„

sublattice.  The bars represent magnitude and the brackets mean thermal

averages. In equilibrium J. and J. are in the z' and z" directions01           'UJ

respectively.  Small departures from equilibrium of the vectors  i and

 j are handled similarly to Eq. (2.6) through (2.8)

4Jf= Tix. + i  I.Y. =  (2<IC))   4,·
. -r+ (2.20)4J  = Jjx·+ L I.    =   (2 <I,)145 /(3;JY"
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. ,    t.

.I
' /

4                                     (2.21)
J:, ,    =     < .1; " >   -   0(i   0(i

th

 J £"   =    <SLJ, 07  -    j  P 
where the new variables a and B satisfy boson commutation relations.

The Fourier transforms are given by

-L E.r.
A-    /\/ -h   2   «1'  e-\k

-
(2.22)1

- 1 6.' S8% = A-v  Z 'die
J

Replacing i by a vector which has magnitude <I >z  was first done

by DeGennes, Pincus, Hartman-Boutron, and Winter.  In this approximation

the very sizeable fluctuations in i, as evidenced by a small degree(1%)of

nuclear polarization„are ignored; so all that remains is a vector of

length <Iz> << <Ii>4 . A similar approach is to employ the random

phase approximation  (RPA) .    The RPA method leads to exactly  the  same

results as the approach used here.

In the RPA the Fourier transforms of the following operators are

considered

- L   K ·   EL

Il,t    =   M - 4 Il.2 ,i'e
'6                                                                                                                            -

L
1-+ A,  r.
1%13 = A/-hy" Iii 6-Z .-   I. J                   (2.23)

'S

V , f.

z'           T '  -    A/-A   r   1-                  1          -6-KA -

4  i,· e-
c

(2.24)
2" -:  r '  5    .6

IMS   =  /V -a   - Ij 3. e      -
where the A and B refer to the A and B sublattices.  Thus i and j refer
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to lattice sites on sublattices A and B.  In the RPA, I  and IZ" arekB

replaced by their thermal averages thus

.

IA     ,<IJA>
(2.25)44

I 118  ---+  <Ik'j >

/-r  2' \ _
\ -1- KA  / - < rke; >= WY <I,> 61,0

with 6 k0 being Kronecker delta function.  The Fourier transforms of the

usual nuclear spin commutation relations are

 /+  r-7 = 2/g-'4 I*'RS)    TA -1 (k- 1) A
(2.26)

II * T2' 7i = 2/4-4 Ti1< A  1   1  2AJ -4 (K$9)A
These can satisfy boson like commutation relations only in the RPA.  New

boson operators a and B can be defined as before and small departures of

these operators from <Iz> are considered.

The hyperfine Hamiltonian  may  now  be  written  in  the  form

/   +                           C.  +        /9 4 0  \Jfhs = ..  irt'.Cat'A,+btbl,w'h «le«K +Pk Pk )
(2.27)

-   (f)14.uum)42(TR44 K + "4 #0+ A+6   +  R    ' +R                                        IZ K k r ko K,3
with rHn = A <Iz> and wn =AS. This assumes that the nuclear spin is

aligned parallel with the electronic spin. The hyperfine frequency

W /21T is typically of the order of 600 MHz which implies that the field

5seen at the nucleus is of the order of 10  Oe as mentioned earlier.  In

light of this it is easily seen that the nuclear Zeeman term can be

ignored.                    *

The entire two magnon Hamiltonian takes the form

j,f -  )·fe +  471+ >fm (2.28)
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wi th

at=   i A ( g a, + b 6) 2- 13(292- 6, 4- a.6: ))
(2.29)

+   ck  (m,b.,4 4,  6.t)  +42(RI: 8(1   +  a,a.,4  b   6.,+1,;  641   ·
(2.30/

#fem  =  -  (gl" w„ )4 2 2 («; a, +  «    8  +  +A b, +0 '4\

M -' 14 A  b 1,)
/<                                      (2.31)

AR_ »   Wh 'i (l: 4%*Bt#'hV ''1

A   =    21'1,  005  2ec  + P H 5171 5c  +E+P H- (2.32)

8     =      +YK  r  HE   (1-    e o s  2  0()

C  =  -k '3'* P ME-  (li+  eo s 2 ec)
h *. n

F.. -Pi  t..

This Hamiltonian neglects linear terms because they are assumed to

cancel if z' and z" are equilibrium directions,. Three magnon terms will

be discussed in section D.  It is easy to see from Eq. (2.41) that in the

absence of any coupling of the nuclear and electronic variables the

nuclei would have a normal mode frequency of wn. It·is precisely H
en

which is responsible for the coupling and hence the pulling of the

nuclear normal mode frequencies from the unpulled frequency wn0

C.  Diagonalization Of The Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian containing only electronic variables, given by

-Eq.   (2.29),  is first considered.    It  may be expressed in. matrix  form  as
24follows

e - 3,6*)-(t X        0,33)
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= CaM, ABDC
/ 6K  

X,-BACD
p C A B (2,34)

ati-14
1 C O B A

lb+/1    -/</
where A,B,C and D are the same as in Eq. (2.32).  In the above Xt is the

transpose of the Hermitian adjoint of X. Knowing that the elements of

X are boson operators  allows one to write the following matrix equation

9 K, T  =  T S H. (2.35)

whe re

9= (0 -i)
(2.36)

V '= 1 0 0 0
/ < -hz 0  0

 1 0 Al
0

(2.37)

0 0 Jlz

and 7  is the transformation matrix which diagonalizes He and defines

the normal mode operators by

X  =  -P' Y (2.38)

where

Ck
S      01 k                                      (2.39)

C+
-Mt

01.-IL
Performing the algebra yields

2

31,            (A+Bi-(C  +  Df
(2.40)

1-h -

(A-#4 -  (C- DY   .     I)62  -
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K -ST U
77 K  5  T -U

T v R -5
T -u K S

R= C+D

I 431,  (A  , 8 -31,)1  0'-

C+-DT S ------------
[431,  (A + 8 +31,)10%

r -D
5= 7--

L'/A: (A- 8  -Az)J Vz

C-D
0 = - -------=- -...

L 4_22 (A-5 +31  6:21-1

It is interesting to note that

-   R =b T-. -  (_r-As--1,3-C q«n, /
(2.43)

r     ell- 1   1 tv (   p  p'  Plz
J - V -V

C 937/
The total Hamiltonian for the electronic and nuclear system in terms of

the normal mode electronic variables becomes in matrix form

R   -    -\01  7%
*               (2.44)
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where
 ,r    -        IC k

lat

1

AK

etc
(2.45)C+-K

c*-t

04-1/

i

I.

1 4

=   ./11,0  6  6 1 0  0  1,   k tO  AH-HI  0   0-LL
I G H  1»,01 K-4  0  0    

G  -HO   WN  K   L  O O (2.46)

--   6  -,  - , i.,T  -6  --« »- -0  -L  L I O .322 H-H
p  -L   O  0 f G   H   Lu# 0'\

k     L         0      0     1  6-Ho      w,
wi th

6   -- w-n F  H  uT
H   5 -wv' r H     U
K c -w*p Hw R (2.47)

L  z·-00*f H,v   5
The Hamiltonian is diagonalized by the following transformation

-W- =  1/ Z (2.48)

4.                                             I:
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wi th

Z    -      1.t."
-  1 f"

i ,

-r3k

9 K
(2.49)

CK                'I

f 4-2-M

1 fit,(t
1  14.M

and  )r-- defined by the following equation
0

3}flf= 1,K (2.50)

with

CW,00 0 f4 5 0 0; 0
FIL -ir-w,-0-1------- (2.51)O 0 0 Wyl

'  Wl     0      0       0

' O 41 0 0

0 's PA

,  / 1 _    0  +      2- 9 S -
6/L./    -   _-

/           2

(2.52)
7-   A+»=»  's_f47         w

2
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t,': =   R -1«z- 4 3.f   &      S
2                                                 wzI

(2.53)

z       A- L-  48     -    1(A/4 = -

a             W22

4      =        12,     +   41(  Gz-   1< 1)    4    6•J,6

4 = -31&+ 9 (HE- lk) + w&-
(2.54)

6 = -)2.,z wMz- «.64 (61+R z)+1/(6 z. /<31
3- =  _n  wj  - 4/-112 wA (H'+ Lz)   0 9 (H'- 1.9 1

LU,    16   JL,  +   2-9:n    (62+  Kz)  +   -Z=-    (62-  Kl)
Jli                   Al

(2.55a)

Out  %  521 + OJMEN_V (1+ bir r.-Hl-)
311 -FL;

WL % 321 +  2 'An   (14'+Zz) 4    2-  (// 2- L f)Jil Z. (2.55b)

A./2    a       J.1 2    +  , 6.1"  /71/u     (/   +       6..4'   P  R,   -22.2 .Ai

C·'3  =  6,4,   1-  -4/61+K') 42"  «  fl-  21, "J" (2.56')-31,  Lum

60
9 - '«v I,- -4'. 23 Dft  w. It- 21,f.]K (2.56b)

6
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In a recent paper 9 the assumption is made that G equals  K [see

Eq. (2.47)] and thus the term 2(62 - K2)/01 can be neglected.  A more

careful analysis reveals that such a term must be kept. It turns out,

however, that the more exact expression used here yields the same results

as before 9 because of a fortunate cancellation. Using Eq. (2.51), (2.50),

and (2.46) yields the result

11
0 3,        O      to          O       7 Y l,        0

   0             '                0         -3 2   1    0         0            0        7  Z
-

l/r --                1      ki         -1/z              Pit       -piT|-h,      -Ell        -A--   p.:

1-AL 2       P,+     P,t  - h, 1-Ell hz  -P,- pl (2.57)
-

-  --- - - ...__1  -_ _

loo
-YM 1 O i l 0 -Ji -0

O 0 O       'wl W   0     1        0     -j z
-L              -  Al         -  pl     -  p£7        41   -  141          11 +      -  F' '

11                                                                       +
-   6                       0              -   A-              ph         h i           h z          R+             f,

1 1

4, » (wn   \ h /_iref« H„) f,     S.          .,C 861.i.j  l  _Ill $5

i-               11.1           /   z   W.h        ,JL -
.

1. l --- -o--- 1 2»1,2 (2.58)

LK /

5                    Lul ·n  ·t   Lu, KPi, ,= -
2 ( 2 i#L# u'i,)'/z :.

'7'12   -    j.  f  1-2 4'4.& 

«« « kIM=      W.     El-                           7-132 £/6
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The   transformation   l.f grees   with that given by Hinderks   and

Richards 9 with the approximation that ji = mi· The-transformation

taking the original variables into the normal mode variables is

i

/-:,                                                                 f,"   11C L M-

13'c -

-i'.''t.-           - 1.    1                             (2.59)
+

- 9£f
a16                        r +
6-it

1-t  - 14

+                                                          
                                                          

           4  1

«- 1(
L-1( 1

1    -4-
e-ic I

(J-lt r+- 1
-74-16 1

4  -f o    1. P  '111  O
O

(2.60)
_11 0

1 loo         '0\\0000
1%0  o  oo110 o   

IT- u -
-  - -A  -EFER-   =3 -29-5

-r  -1 0  0 I R  5 0 0
0 010 0 1 0

1 1       0 6 1 0   0  0  1
4                                                                               1-
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D.  Parallel Pumping

It is well known that two magnons with a frequency w /2 can
P

: .    be excited parametrically with a pump frequency of w .
This technique,25,26

known as parallel pumping, has been used extensively on ferrimagnets, such

as yttrium  iron garnet, to measure magnon relaxation rates.  Ninio and

Keffer 7 presented the first realistic possibility of parallel pumping

nuclear spin waves in RbMnF3.  They did not, however, consider the

flopped state, but rather limited themselves to small external fields.

Recently the parallel pumping of a flopped antiferromagnet was considered.

In the two canted antiferromagnets studied here, there exists a linear

susceptibility when the rf and external fields are parallel.  This

susceptibility is due to the field-independent mode.  Morgenthaler and

12
Platzker point out that there exist other first order nonlinear processes

similar to the Suhl first order process due to this Tinear susceptibility.

This possibility is examined in the context of the Holstein-Primakoff

I

formulation in this section. The words "parallel pumping" are taken

to mean that the external and rf fields are parallel regardless of

what processes are excited.

The oscillating field couples much more strongly to the electronic

spins than to the nuclear spins and therefore the rf Hamiltonian is

 f= revi «pt(E SL. 11 + Z s 'bII (2.61)
4           -VL            J

The terms in Eq.(2.61)which couple two magnon terms to t clearly

must arise from S. , and S. „.  At first glance it would seem possible1 Z      JZ

to  couple  with   parallel or„ perpendicular  to  , because  of the canting.
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9
Analysis reveals

'3.t          (2-Yviath -=    P 4  (05 (Wp-l)   s , M  es K
rf 11 (2.62)

2  /4 + al< +  1; 60 )\/<K

where    indicates that the rf field is parallel to   and in the plane

formed by   and the sublattice magnetizations.  For the perpendicular
10direction one has

afff  1(  2 'WI 4 5.3    =       r h e o s (6*,pt)   c o  s ec    x
(2.63)

2 (R,7- Gl,-b' 1 )k /</
1.                                                              )<

where the 1 symbol means that the rf field is perpendicular to t! and in

the same plane as above.  The angle ec is of the order of H/HE and thus

much less than one.  This might lead one erroneously to cohclude that

Eq.(2.63) leads .to the most efficient means of coupling to the two

magnon terms.

In actuality, if one examines closely the excitation of any pair

f   f. k with wavevectors k and -k, it is easy, with the help of ·Eq.
ik'  J-

(2.59), to show that akak = b bk.  This can also be arrived at by

considering the symmetry of the two sublattices.  Thus the most

efficient means of two magnon excitation is with the rf applied parallel

to the external field.  If one expresses Eq. (2.62) in .terms of normal

mode operators then he has

S (asq, + 61:10,)=  f  8,1  2 1%-  .E  ; Mc )
  l K   --

K                  24j    K (2.64)

-

where Hc refers  to the Hermitian. conjugate  of  all the preceeding terms.
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Fig. 2-3  (a)  Parallel pumping interaction.  (b)  Suhl first order
process. /\A -0 represents a photon. -..A represents
a magnon.
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We have

B„= 2 RT /3 -1
(R+T)'U

13 - cj I

B     =-2 us 212 (U+5)222                            Bay =
(2.65)

B33 = it (R+T)2

134¥ =-jX (c,+ s)'

with all other B..'s = 0.  These B..'s which are zero correspond to1 J                1J

coupling to two magnonB from different branches.  The approximation has

been made that ji = mi which is justified because the exact expressions

involve only the sum mi + ji' and mi - ji 11 mi + ji' as seen from Eq.

(2.58).

Because of the existence of three magnon terms in the exchange

Hamiltonian, and because of the large.linear susceptibility of the field

independent mode when the external field and the rf field are parallel,

one should also look for a process in which one photon creates a field

independent uniform mode magnon f  , which in turn decays into two20

k 0 0 magnons.  Such a process is shown schematically in Fig. 2-3b.

One does not consider a pr6cess in which the rf field couples 'linearly
to the f magnon because the rf susceptibility for that mode in the10

parallel geometry is zero.  The exchange Hamiltonian contains the follow-

ihg three magnon terms

jf„ (3 -ag  =   "   si 3) 2 sin 204    0
(2.66)

2.   Li (a,»a. 4 - 6. 6 0'.H,)JJL
.1
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and the process just mentioned may arise from these terms.  This

expression is now Fourier transformed into

r H  '·A20. A '.,(3=,5)= J *2»=
,     4

7.. f Y. f a,A, 6' , a'6)./6  k R'
/<                                                    (2.67)

-   L   (6+   =4 +
6*+  a,1 7i.0   C  c. i<    '-i -A

4 Y (4 21; Q,
- a. b,tb,)  1- llc j

Only  terms in which  two  k 0 0 magnons  are  exci ted  by  one  with  zero

wavevector are kept since we are interested only in the process of

Fig. 2-3b.  With the help of Eq. (2.59), Eq. (2.67) may be written

31,(3 Mas')=  Pt 'A i --fe,-  w
M    Z.    (Cij ,  f -,

LSJ
K                                          (2.68)

+   c.. f.t f +
i- Ac· 1-

/J 1. K  1 -l<

The reason for not including the f term is discussed at the end of40

this section.  The C's and the E's of Eq. (2.68) are defined as follows

34where the approximation has been made that ji = mi             -

G.>
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C„ = 27*(Tz - 225„') + 2 RT((/0 -50)(4- Yo)
Czz = 24 fs'50- UN' + 250(66- 5„)] -2 US (61,-se) (72- Y,)

C33= 2 4 3,2(R+T)'(10- 5,) +2 1,2(12 +Tf(ve-so)(4- 70)
Cvy=  2 Yo 122 (Ue- 50) (6/+ S)' (2.69)          -

C,3 =  94 11 (R+T)(TU- gs,)+2 j, (R+T)(Rl/0- 571) (4 -70)

C = 21((1/00-550+1/5.-3010)(YE-Y)2Y

+(4 wrK /JZ,k)(U- 3) (3 50+2 Ul/o- Sue)

Eit     23'k ( (4 81- So TZ) + 2 R T(Uo-so) (4-ro )

E22= 27* fu :50-52  0+2 SU (DS-30)]-2 U5(6' -5.)(Y,- Yo )
63 = 2 4 j,2(R +T)'(Ue - 50> + 2 j,*(R +T)2 (14 -50) (Yx - Y. )

(2.70)
49 = 270 j: (U- 5)2(0'0-50)
E, 3  =  V  r<j,  (R+T)(R Uo- T S„) 4-23,(24-T)*(t/o -50)(Yk- po)

124  =  9 4 jz  (V+5) (5 5.- U t/o) + 2 j, (u+5)2(Vo - so) CY, - Yo )

with all other C..'s and E..'s. corresponding to excitation of magnons1 J        1J

from different branches, .being zero. The subscript on the transformation

coefficients indicates they are to be evaluated for k = 0.

*
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These expressions may be evaluated by using the following

approximations keeping the lowest nonvanishing order in nk/rHE

R  -#- (9 fs   i  (1   +      et f

32 1

s=-A»)'h (1 + A)\ 7322K,

,  e 11'. 1 f 31. tie    )70 --1-
114 ICI-  zi'HE                     4

1 *. (41

096-    r,H«\5 < 1
- 3-2. 2K  1

C  43210 ) C 2£HE-j

17,27
At first glance it might appear that the Zeeman and exchange

contribute other three magnon terms formed by expanding the one magnon

terms to a higher order.  The one magnon terms originally arose from

the operators S  and S-, which convert to spinwave variables a and at

by the following method

+ 'VZ

5+ =   (2  5 j  i /t
- a. a

1              25     1 4
(2.71)

C -=  (2 s)'2  0+ (I -   t.2-))/14

It is the expansion of the square root which leads to higher order terms.

it must be remembered that the one magnon terms all cancel because they

essentially define the equilibrium direction of the sublattice

magnetizations; hence, the three magnon terms arising from these one

magnon terms must also cancel.

, S..2-* ...·/....
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The relationship between f   and the rf field h, when the rf20

field is parallel to the external field H, is found by considering Eq.

(2.61) and keeping only the terms containing f20 and f20

Jt (1 ·mag)=   r h (2 Nj)'4 (f,0+ + 60) (2.72)

The subscripts on U and S mean that they are to be evaluated

for k = 0. The f terms are not considered for reasons discussed
40

later.

If one assumes a linearly polarized field

h=h„ <056'jpt (2.73)

and then decomposes this into rotating and counterrotating circularily

polarized fields he finds

IA  _     6    0  i.wp t - 6' 64 t
, 1 - 2 E. + -19' eL                                               (2.74)

1

Both senses of rotation must be kept because of the possibility of
1

·

I driving the field independent mode far off resonance.  The Hamiltonian

in the region wherefi, k 0 Q is small, which is the case before the

  '                       instability  sets   i n,   i s

k                                                            j,Q   --      .n         -(:+   42+      -T    r      i ujpt  +   6-4  6.'p,t  ) *      .
c/ '

-,  20   1 20 '20 '2 le (2.75)

+f )- (42«      2„
                   where T  =    -

rz '   (2 N SY'   (  00 -  50)

.

(2.76)
2

.-
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The equations of motion can be fonmed as follows

f,t      i fif, 421 1 (2.77)

-2 +        t'-1225  -1,I -  i.7   (e L« e-L«*'9 (2.78)120

Assuming a solution
I

rt -6. wp + + b  e  6 upt
1-20 i 292 (2.79)

requ i res

T2
. -

3220  +  Wp- 6  >11&

-                                  (2.80)
b = ---=----..-

327 0
- 6»> - i 7220

In arriving at Eq. (2.80) Q20 is replaced by n2O-in20' where n20 is a

phenomenological damping parameter of the field independent mode.

The three magnon Hamiltonian is then of the form

124 (3 ™ag) =
tbi   s i y, ec    w

2

       32103 Wp,6 1,1,0  1'-  .Rzo+ £9-£>hal   '61<  'J-k      (2.81)
Du 6 , u e

\Wpt
F..     4 wet_ 7 -F    f

'41
K

r p·i e- cwpt   .  . F;1 e-Lu'p
+1.A,.*w„**,•   t_n,.-,«I,Il -Ii.,fi.1,  + 0<3

--
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where

D,3   =     (In „ Flip) d Cg (2.82) ,

\K r-
(2.83)Fil =-  (31,or'le)    t ri

and we  have  used  U  -S   % / R20   4.
0 0      E (*FH

Also sin 20c is replaced by 2 sin 0c in arriving at Eq. (2.81),

which is valid for 0c << 1.  This may be combined with Eq. (2.62) and

(2.64) to yield the total effective Hamiltonian used for two magnon

excitation which is

1

.   -           =         Sk.,    5 /„  0,   f i/ ,ij<egr.
l€j c-

If,
(2.84)

,

I)6                                                F " .                .7        / Wz t r      -
-1220 -L•/,2 +6 ALD        -11.70 +-wp -&792DJ J I k  'j-k

1

+ H 
iwtThe term involving e    f f is not considered because it does not

ik j-k

contribute to the instability.

To find the critical fields consider

 ,    =      L #flff, f,,-1 (2.85)

Thus one can write

 

tiK =- L LJ;A-FEIL 4 i Gil(I+ Si i) x
iwpt-ctf_ha siR Bc e (2.86)1 3 -K

2

4  +        =  ·L    wi *firK   -       c     661(1  +   s  i.\    x3-1<                                           .1 1
_60-    S i n e c  el

-L«et
2
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where wik is the normal mode frequency.  Assuming a phenomenological

relaxation rate n implies that w should be replaced byik

(2.87)CO.       -     00·     -2-n.CK-   IK    flk

Solving Eqs. (2.86) with (2.87) inserted, it can be shown that

the pair fikfj- k become excited to a very large amplitude when h exceeds
26.28

hc, with hc defined as  '

r kic=  2 (771.* 72,% 1   .                                 (2.88)
IG;31(1 + Sii) sinac

where

G  i i         =                 131.1           u,-       -p-
i j - + Fii   -

3220-614,-l'40 - -20 20n + 60 - i Y)

with the condition

WP-    Wikt   001·% (2.89)

The B..'s  D  's and F..'s are given by Eqs. (2.65)s (2.69), (2.70),iJ  '  ij        iJ

(2.82) and (2.83) respectively, and it is obvious by looking at them

that one can only excite magnons from the same branch. Thus, there

are three types of parallel pumping experiments for each branch:

excitation of two electronic spinwaves, excitation of one nuclear and

-one electronic spinwave, and excitation of two nuclear spinwaves.  A

detailed examination of G G   and G reveals that they are very
22'  24      44

small for all k.  Thus, the critical fields corresponding to excitation

of any spinwaves from the field independent branches are very large.
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Specific numerical examples are given in Chapter IV  (page 93) . Table

II-1 lists the critical field relationships for the field independent

modes. In evaluating the critical fields the approxitmations that

R20 >> wn and sin ec = H/2HE are made and we assume  n2O - Wpl >> n20

for all processes except those where w  can be near n
P              20

The reason for neglecting a process such as f4lfikfj-k' where

the. f4  refers to the field independent nuclear branch is two fold.

  One must consider the rf susceptibility and the coefficient of such a

I term in H (3·mag.).  The new quantities J and M are defined as followsex

1                                                     
                        21-=      s j,  4-  6/1.n z

(2.90)
1 /VI =  142 + 5 .WIL

Using these expressions it is easily shown that in the expressions for

the rf susceptibility U and S are replaced by M and J respectively, when

cons i deri ng f thus
40;

7(440 )   -     (I- R-)/C (3,0 - We -t 774,)
0((f,o)

(U-  51  /(_Illo-  LUp- i ·*7201

(2.91)

->(Irs' -=     2   .w,.s    j,132'.- wk-"  ",s-   1* 122020                                       . 64)20  -0.„ -6 >740    

which is clearly much less than unity for all acceptable pumping

w   2r2H H
frequencies since j2 is equal to n E N  << 1.

R2k   92k
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The coefficients corresponding to the D.. and F.. must now be
1 J      1J

t  texamined.  Such a term must arise from a term similar to a0akb-k.  The

aQ part is replaced by Jf   rather than Uf With this in mind, the40               20

coefficients.of the f terms must be the corresponding D.. and F40                                  ij      ij

multiplied by J-M which equals 2j2  20. Thus combining this with Eq.
U-S

20
(2.89) yields

'1.F (f,-2  =   IqJ *»Le\Lin,o-«,9-'..71'.21 6< 1
69 (4 C   -010   /    /.,4,20- ZA/0 -6,740 1

(2.92)to )

and therefore Hf   is neglected as long as w  > 2w20' which is the case
40                       P g

for two magnon pumping.

E.  Spinwave Spectrum

It is possible to obtain the spinwave dispersion relation for the

uniaxial and cubic anisotropy case.  Substituting the values for.A,B,C and

D yields the two normal mode frequencies, one of which is independent  of

the external field.

The frequencies are

CAV= H    -   3-  HENA + 2  1.1 E Hw +, -  .    a    He
'12  '2 , 2 2 ,/1.

2 ,     ,-1    1 1/L (2.93)

(,31. 12'j   =    3   NE    NA   +2   HEH"  +   -     A     a     nEr

for RbMnF3' with a being the lattice spacing, and H applied in the

<100> direction.  For CsMnF3' with H in the basal plane

....q'. -
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-                           .·1     . Z.

Izih!4    =    H +   2   tle   11„   +R   kr   +    A  ic ti  p j
, n  ,+2

,         tiT#8 = 2 He H  +2 HEHA +9 k# +&3
Kgt

(2.94)

1 1 j .L / 2  62/3  4«= a NE /9 A=ti

where a and c are the dimensions of the unit cell and k  is the
t

component of k in the basal plane and kz the component of k along the

"c" axis.

17
A more exact discussion of CsMnF3 is presented elsewhere.   The

more exact expressions take into account that CsMnF3 is a six sublattice

system and .hence has six normal mode electronic frequencies. The other

four normal modes not considered here are strictly optical.

The quantity a takes on a slightly different form when the more

exact six sublattice model is used.  Also, in the,more rigorous six

sublattice case there are six normal mode nuclear frequencies.. The other

four nuclear modes, corresponding to'·the optical electronic modes, -must all

have a frequency of wn.

F.  Conclusion

In the previous sections it is seen that care must be taken to

'evaluate the.transfomation matrices to the order (nk/rHE) to allow

for the possible contribution of three magnon terms in the exchange

Hamiltonian which otherwise would cancel if the transformation matrices
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are evaluated to a lower order.  It is shown that these three magnon

tenms give rise to a first order Suhl-like process as predicted by

Platzker and Morgenthaler.  The Holstein-Primakoff (HP) method used

here yields the same results for pumping of field dependent magnons as

Platzker et. al. when the following approximations in their expressions

are made

-2 1:z 64,1 -4 1
6(/1 *,./1Ul     - (2.95) -

ZD

and n2O >> wn.  Both approximations are well satisfied.  Threshold

fields, for parallel pumping magnons from the field independent branch,

in general do not approach infinity as Morgenthaler and Platzker predict.

This work predicts threshold fields approaching infinity only when

one is exciting k=0 field independent magnons.

The HP method has the advantage of physical clarity because it

utilizes the creation and annihilation operators and yields essentially

the same results as Platzker et, al. This is reasonable because both

methods contain. the· same physical content. There are two striking

predictions which the preceding theory makes:  First, the impossibility

of exciting two field independent nuclear spinwaves by parallel pumping

and second, extremely low rf fields necessary for the excitation of the

parallel pumping instability when the pump frequency approaches the
b

frequency of the field independent mode.

4>·,.
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TABLE II-1

PROCESS PUMP FREQUENCY THRESHOLD FIELD
w h
P                             C

Two electronic

2 123'  :215-    3'LI-0 -6;92 1 7;,owe   
spinwaves with          20                   ra1 k                             -,c20
frequency n1k

Two nuclear                                         2

spinwaves with
2wlk

r'H ( 6,(·/ ' - 6"I,A )

2  -,1 n    _YL 1 K        6'/,t,         -

frequency w1k

One nuclear
7 (lte -»™' h'/2 -51                          . 1/

spinwave with
--'   "  ;'ZH         " <bj t  ,x,< }" y

frequency w1k
and one electronic wl k  +  Rlk

spinwave with 1. A A   -  6,/2  +  2£  7120
-9.10frequency  0                                                                        

               -
1k

Two electronic

spinwaves with                 20                      411& ;22* 1 4-izzk -32„  ·
2k   rtH (3547#-2.hz,<)(3116-Jilk) frequency n2k

Two nuclear                  -                  2            2
.

77;x ..Slzk CuzK -1220
spinwaves with 2w2k
frequency w2k

(w*  - wa:) P'ii   -FZY24<

One nuclear

spinwave with «
8 (7 ,tyl, )4 322,1 {/2':J-S' K  )44i przH 8        Zkfrequency w2k

and one electronic
w2k + R2k

k,kere
spinwave with

frequency n P  021 j-Jl; ae)-24.'*E (n:*-Jz,0-2 7710) -24,,A , 2'.'1,031,8
2k                                      . (31 ,-114) - 4%(2312£4<"'K) .1
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III. PARALLEL PUMPING OF TWO NUCLEAR SPINWAVES

A.  Introduction

Chapter II predicts that it is possible by parallel pumping to

excite simultaneously two nuclear spinwaves belonging to the same branch.

The relation of the critical field to the relaxation rate of the spinwaves

is given in Table 2-1. Analysis. of critical field data requires accurate

knowledge of wn' HE' HN' HA.  A variety of normal resonance techniques

are needed to ascertain these parameters.

  Until recently all measurements in the 500 to 1,000 MHz range

were done using either wavelength coaxial cavities or placing the sample

at the shorted end,of a coaxial cable.3,22 These cavities have the dis-

advantage of low filling'factor.  A more sensitive method is to use a

resonant helix.  With such a system high filling factors and high Q's are

possible making it easy to obtain rf fields of the order of several gauss

from an input power of 1 watt.  Such a system allows.more sensitive

measurements than permitted by coaxial cavity.
1

B.  Experimental Method

HE and.HA' the resonance parameters for RbMnF3' are measured at

17,18,22,29
X band frequencies and compared to pre9iously published values.

The sample is placed in a special X band cavity shown in Fig. 3-1.  This

cavity has the feature that the sample is mounted on a side wall on a

rotateable platform.  In this arrangement the microwave rf field is

'always at right angles to the external field  . regardless of the angle e.

When t! is parallel to the <100> crystallographric direction the field t!
for resonance is largest.  One places the magnetic field at a small angle

  in the x-y plane, and then assumes that the <100> direction is initially
at some small angle 6, as shown in Fig. 3-2a.   It is easy to see that
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Fig. 3-1  X band and cavity with sample on rotating platfonm.  hrf
is parallel to z and H lies in the x-y plane.
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upon rotating the sample about the x axis, the <100> direction will, at

some angle 0, lie in the x-y plane and the magnetic field for resonance

H    will be maximum because H and the <100> direction are more nearlyres

parallel.  This corresponds to the situation in Fig. 3-2b.  The external

field is now rotated until H is further maximized.  At this point, Hres

and <100> are parallel.

To obtain HE and HA' one measures the resonance frequency and

magnetic field at two temperatures with   along the <100, direction. Using

the fact that HN = 9.43/T for RbMnF3' one can determine HE and HA uniquely

'

[see Eq. (2.93)].  In this measurement the temperatures used are below

4.2°K, so that HE and HA are essentially temperature independent.  Other

methods of obtaining HE and HA for RbMnF3 are discussed elsewhere.
22

For CsMnF3' a single measurement of the H with H in the basal
res

plane is enough to yield HE because of zero in plane anisotropy.  We

16
take HN = 9.15/T for this measurement.

The me surements in the 1000 MHz range are made with the use of a

resonant helix.  The helix consisted of simply a spiral wound length of

wire shown in Fig. 3-3.  Such a structure can propagate an electromagnetic

24
wave with a wave length along the helix of Ah.    The lowest order mode has.

no e variation.  All modes have a Bessel function radial dependence and

sinusodial z dependence.  One useful feature of the helix is the relatively

uniform cross sectional fields.  This allows the sample to occupy the

entire helix cross section and still have all parts see essentially the

same intensity rf field.  A half wave length resonator is made by using

a. section of helix Ah/2 in length.  Coupling can be any of the three

standard methods: tap, probe, or loop.  All three methods have been

tried successfully.

The actual helix arrangement is shown in Fig. 3-3.  The helicies

2-,
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Fig. 3-2  (a) Initial orientation of RbMnF3 with H in the x-y plane.

(b) Orientation after <100> is rotated about x axis until

the <100> direction lies in the x-y plane.
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used typically resonate at a frequency of about 1000 MHz and consist of

5 turns of #18 copper wire wound on a polystryene tube with interwinding

spacing equal to the wire diameter and with an inside diameter of .375

inch.  The coupling loop consists of one and one half turns of #18 wire.

The coupling loop is connected to the coaxial transmission line.  The

entire cavity'can be enclosed by a stainless steel can to prevent helium

from entering the helix.

The microwave spectrometer used for these measurements is shown

in Fig. 3-4.  The Hewlett Packard 612-A UHF signal generator used for the

microwave source has provisions for external amplitude modulation.  The

generator is puTsed on by a General Radio 1217-C pulse generator. Pulse

widths can be varied from one microsecond to greater than one millisecond.

Pulse repetition rates are typically less than thirty pulses per second.

Heating effects due to high repetition rates are encountered when the11

can is used because of the poor thermal contact of the sample with the

reservoir, the only method of heat transfer being through the helium

exchange gas.

The decay of the spinwaves after the removal of the rf pulse is

observed by closely monitoring the tail as shown in Fig. 3-5a.  This

straightforward procedure is complicated by the fact that the decay of

the helix fields usual:ly swamps out the spinwave decay. Therefore

the actual signal observed is almost unresolvable.  The high spike at the

end of the pulse saturates the amplifying system.  To be sure that

one is actually observing the decay of the spinwaves and not the

response of the amplifiers, an easy check is performed. ·The width of

the applied rf pulse if first adjusted such that the instability

amplitude reaches essentially the steady state value and the decay is

noted.  Then the pulse width is decreased to a value such that the
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, Fig. 3-5  (a) Transient decay of nuclear spinwaves.  (b) Pulse width
too narrow to permit spinwave buildup and hence, no decay.
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instability has not begun, as shown in Fig. 3-5b.  The decay is again

noted.  Any amplifier satur tion will remain in the case of the short

pulse width and any effects due to spinwave decay will disappear.

The rf fields inside the helix are much more .difficult to

determine than those inside the usual waveguide cavity. A rough guess

can be made using the following arguments.  The energy stored in the

helix fields is related to the power absorbed in the helix by the

following well known relation defining the intrinsic QQ of a system

Q  = f   Energy stored (3.2)0
Power loss

whe re   f   is the resonant frequency   of the cavity. Using   the   fact   that

i  1  -    1   f  In-2 01 V
(3.3)U ---

8 Tr )

and assuming the fields are constant inside the helix and zero outside,

one obtains

,    -2 -      e 77-  69   /1 bfn -
4-9 (3.4)

where P is the power absorbed by the helix and V is the volume of
abs

the helix.  This is clearly an over simplification of the problem, but

does provide one with an idea of the rf fields to expect. This

expression is used to test the reasonableness of the answer obtained

experimentally.

The actual rf fields are obtained by cw saturation of

diphenylpictylhydrazyl (DPPH).  The observed susceptibility as a function

I of rf driving field ih a paramagnet is
//

11           7 0 (3.5)

/   +        11.-  1.4
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where the assumption is made that Tl = T2' where Tl and T2 are the

longitudinal and transverse relaxation times respectively.  The rf

field h, is assumed to be linearly polarized and AH is the full width

at half maximum power.  Care must be taken to assure that X is being

measured.  This is accomplished by making sure that the reflection

coefficient on resonance r is very close to that off resonance ron off

The criteria used is that (ron - roff)/roff
<< 1.

The external field is adjusted to the value necessary for

resonance and then the external field is modulated at a rate much less

than T-1.  Modulating the signal permits the signal to be amplified by

AC coupled amplifiers rather than the more drift prone DC amplifiers.

The signal height as measured from the base line to the peak is

considered proportional to the susceptibility.  This method provides

more sensitivity than a method in which the rf is pulsed.  This is

easily seen by remembering that in the sweep type cw measurement both

on and off resonance signals are measured essentially simultaneously;

whereas the pulse method requi res  that two .separate measu rements  be

made: one on resonance and one off resonance. The difference is then

taken.  Usually this difference is quite small; hence, small errors in

either measurement appear magnified when the difference is taken.

In making the actual measurements, the apparatus shown in Fig.

3-6 is used with the DPPH surrounding the sample. The input power is

adjusted by attenuater Rl, while the off resonance power at the  detector

is maintained constant by adjusting precision,attenuater R2 and

monitoring the crystal voltage by a digital volt meter.  In this method

the crystal is always operated in the same region eliminating crystal  

responie law correction.  The inverse susceptibility is plotted as a
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function of h2 and fitted to a straight line.  In this manner, the

attenuater settings in dB can be converted to rf field values.

C.  Discussion Of Results

A typical example of the saturation of DPPH with AH = 2.5 Oe is

shown in Fig. 3-7.  From this graph it can be inferred that for a.power

of 0.128 watts an rf field of 2.5 Oe is produced.  Using Eq. (3.4) with

the following values:  Q, = 1000, V·= 2cm3 and P    = 0.128 watts, one
abs

can infer that h would be 3.7 Oe.  This is in qualitative agreement with

that obtained by the saturation measurement.

NMR measu rements on CsMnF  are shown  in  Fig.  3-8.     If  1/,·,2    is
10

plotted versus 1/H2, the result is a straight line [see Eq. (2.56)] which

extrapolated to infinite field yields  wn  =   668  +  1.2 MHz. Measu rements

of HE at a pump frequency of 8.759 GHz and T = 4.20°K yields HE =

2.95 x 105 Oe for CsMnF3.  HE and HA for RbMnF3 at 4.2°K and a pump

frequency of 8.491 GHz are 8.1 x 105 and 4.5 Oe respectively.  Again,

these are in complete agreement with published values.  RbMnF3 has a full

width at half maximum of approximately 200 Oe, but its line shape is far

from symmetrical as shown in Fig. 3-9. This asymmetry is thought to be

caused by strains and may be accounted for by variations in the anisotropy

field throughout the sample.  This variation in the anisotropy field

should also be reflected in the field independent mode so as to make the

tail on the high frequency side.  The frequency of this mode can not be

measured directly but is inferred to be 10.7 GHz by measuring the resonance

frequency as a function of angle and extrapolating to the <100> direction.

This measurement is made by working a fixed frequency and rotating the

sample until resonance is observed.  Direct measurement of the field in-

dependent mode is extremely difficult because such a resonance is 200 Oe
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or approximately 560 MHz wide.  With the klystron signal source used, it

is possible to sweep over only a 75 MHz width.  This value of n is also
20

consistent with the measured values of HE and HA since

5120=      r'   (3    HE  NA    +   2   H  E  HN)
(3.6)

02 = (277.* /0.75,/09)2-'  02 0

for the measured H  and H .
E        A

Figs. 3-10 and 3-11 show the critical field data for CsMnF3 and

RbMnF3 respectively.  It is not possible with the present apparatus to

excite two nuclear spinwaves in RbMnF3 at 4.2°K because of insufficient

pumping power.  As is the case with the other pumping processes the non-

linear susceptibility for RbMnF3 is considerably less than CsMnF3.  This

made it difficult to determine the exact value of critical field.  The

difference in nonlinear susceptibility may be explained by assuming that

there exists a distribution of regions in the sample with different

anisotropy fields which broadens the high frequency mode.  This in turn

broadens the low frequency line width which can be seen by differentiating

Eq. (2.56) seen below

2   '2  \A E   H.,  wl
AW = (3.7)
v K .,         6 JZ k

WK Jlk
where ank is the width of the electronic.mode.  Thus, for a given

frequency, not all the spins have the same k value [see Eq. (2.93)].  If

one assumes that the relaxation rate depends on k then different values

: of k will become unstable at different powers.  For RbMnF3 and CsMnF3
:

the AFMR line widths are typically 200 Oe and 20 Oe respectively.  In the

parallel pumping of two nuclear spinwaves the quantity ok must remain

constant even when the field is changed.  This is easily seen by examining

the following equation for the nuclear spinwave frequency
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w z -  f,wp\1     6.Ic  Fl-  2r, H« Mu 
(3.8) -

i 2 Y 1-) i
-) 6/<

Since the pump frequency w  is fixed in the parallel pumping experiment
P

n  must also be fixed.  This is depicted in Fig. 3-12.  From this figure

it is easy to see how various magnons with wavevector k and a frequency

 2 are selected by changing the external field.
2

i The critical fields are converted to relaxation rates using Table

II l and the external field values are converted into k values by Eqs.

(2.93) and (2.94).  The relaxation rates versus wavevector k are shown

in Fig. 3-13 and 3-14 for CsMnF3 and RbMnF3' respectively.  It is

impossible to relate exactly the external field H to the wavevector

magnitude k in CsMnF3 because of its hexagonal structure but·since a

approximates B.·in Eq. (2.94) one makes at most an eight percent error

using a value midway between a and B.  It is interesting to note the

large difference  in the relaxation rates of
CsMnF3

and RbMnF3.   The
4   -1

measured nuclear relaxation rates for RbMnF3 and CsMnF3 at k=5 x 1 0  cm

and T = 1.2°K are 12 x 105 and 2 x 104 respectively.  Such a difference

is not predicted by Richards' theory and is not understood in view of

existing theories.  If the relaxation rate at various temperatures for

k = 0 is examined the temperature does not follow exactly the expected

linear temperature dependence as predicted by Richards' theory, but is

found experimentally to have a T temperature dependence.  This is
1.3

shown in Fig. 3-15.  The relaxation rates inferred from transient decay

are included ' in this graph. The temperature dependence is approximately

the same for all measured values of k.

-.
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The transient decay is related to a relaxation rate by the

following
1

T   = 4nk
 1

i
where t is the characteristic decay time of the reflected power.  The

factor of four arises from the fact that power is proportional to the

fourth power of the spinwave amplitude for two magnon processes.  Typical

transient decay data for CsMnF3 at 1.2°K is shown in Fig. 3-16.  The

nuclear relaxation rates inferred from transient decay agree well with

the nuclear rel·axation rates inferred from critical field measurements.

as shown in Fig. 3-13.  At the higher temperatures it is impossible to

I measure the transient decay.

Although the nuclear spinwave relaxation rates inferred from

critical field measurements are independent of k, it becomes difficult

to resolve the transient decay from the cavity ringing at :higher k

values because of the increased incident power (see Fig. 3-10).

D.  Relaxation Mechanisms

We now attempt to understand the large discrepency in the RbMnF3

relaxation rates measured and the nuclear relaxation rates predicted by

Richards ' theory involving two magnon scattering. This theory arrives
30

at the expression

\2  /

77* = -91 I (-2-+ 1)7.{4'«'T ) 6 (44 -wf )     (3.9)     -
/4     7   <I J

where I is the nuclear spin, <Iz> the thermal average of the z component
--.

of nuclear spin, N is the number of spins in a sublattice, hence half

  the total number, and Awq is the difference between wn and w .  The

approximation is made that the pulling is small.  Therefore, the square
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root in the expression for the nuclear spinwave frequency can be

expanded as shown below

'1      ij     l

°J    )71  \- 2

F1Lry,1 £J   14·= HA,K                           r·> Z.-  2 6.J.>1 - -3.-1_11__ (3.10)
-.ILK ilk

A-L

The above quantities are defined in Chapter II. This relaxation rate

can be derived in a straightforward manner  by use of the "Golden Rule"

of time dependent perturbation theory.  In the time dependent perturbation

calculation it is the Suhl-Nakamura Hamiltonian4,5 appropriate to canted

antiferromagnets which is used to compute matrix elements.  Richards

points out that when pulling exists the number of states on speaking

terms with the excited state is greatly reduced.  The narrowing due

to the pulling is analogous to "motional" narrowing of paramagnetic

resonance lines.

Consider now the case in which there exists a spread in the

electronic frequencies due to sample inhomogenities.  The electronic

frequency is given by

1
nz- h 1 + «k (3.11)

36 1<  _  --10

where 01  = r2(H2.:+ 2HEHN + 3 HEHA) and a=la2H  for RbMnF3.  These2<'                           3
can be similarly defined for CsMnF3 by reference to Eq. (2.94).

There is a spread an in electronic fre4uencies caused by the

inhomogenities and is of the order of raH, where r is the electronic

gyromagnetic ratio..and AH is the full width at.half maximum power of the

antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR).  Immediately it can be seen that the

density of nuclear spinwave states is increased near k=O a s shown in

--
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Fig. 3.17.  Also, the AH for RbMnF3 is typically 200 Oe, while correspon-

ding for CsMnF3' it is 20 Oe.  This appears to be a possible mechanism

to explain the difference in the relaxation rates of CsMnF3 and RbMnF3.

The
CsMnF3 rates agree somewhat with Richards ' theory, and with the above

in mind, this is reasonable since the small AFMR width. for CsMnF3

contributes only a small addition to the density of states.  On the other

hand, the order of magnitude larger AFMR widths in RbMnF3 leads to the

possibility of a much larger density of states for small values of k.

Further conjecture can only be substantiated by actually calculating the

nuclear relaxation rates from Eq. (3.9) usitng the broadened AFMR spectrum

given by Eq. (3.11).

For simplicity, it is assumed that there exists an equal population

of spins of frequency between wk + aw/2 and wk - aw/2, and the frequency

of any spin must lie within these limits.  The sum is replaced in the

usual manner by an integral

7 -» 1 C.Jig --+   f«13 (3.12)

0     853 )D
-

Eq. (3.11) is rewritten in the following manner

Z
1_                            -1-                              F aH: EK +  «  < ·(3.13)r J-LLD t 3-L/0-/ 61<

where blO is now taken to be the central frequency and eK is a dimension-

less parameter which varies between + 1 throughout the sample.  We have

assumed rAH.<< n Using Eqs. (3.13).and (3.10) allows the delta10.

function to be written
2 1 7 7 1

r o      Z      )7

S  rw    -wt)  =   S  IB   C -325-23-4,<6)]  =   6-Ef,  6,     % ,_ C /<

...
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/ 2 1
with  B.=          4                                                                                17  /  JIL K  -31%   1

.
1 14- #„   -       ay, 4   f(%4) =  i-'1 C
K         32   

The relaxation rate of Eq. (3.9) may now be written

97k  =  -L /512  B  )    I(I +11    x- /  I

2  (    < /2,7 / /2 17-
(3.14)

(k2 3-      fl

J'' e   d T     j.1
s Iff# 4,1 JES

_12,9

The limits of integration, kl and k2' are discussed later, but ate chosen

such that the argument of the delta function is always zero in the range

of the integration (see Fig. 3-17).  The factor of one half appears because

of normalization.  Introduction of 6  means.the following must hold
q

V   9, 4 9f cl E 1 --
2 Tr z  

The above is the mathematical requirement that,.the number of spinwave

states must be constant regardless of the introduction of Eq.  The

integral over eq is performed first using the fact that

R#                    9 C

f      5 (r-t  & If (,11  d'  =      7(,t i/4,                                                                                                   Gry       I  x=Xe

where the bars indicate absolute value and x  is the root of f(x).  This

holds as long as al i xo < a2.  Such is the case for the integration at

hand because of the judicious choice of the limits (see Fig. 3-17).  With

this in mind, the integral Over E  yields
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rk 7-

1 €,a 1%     1.   1    6   D..(2,  E.,)3    c'
8 _I x

9                £33110 Ljji l D  jl-;

Jk'  41 31<
IK,1  24

Next the integral over q can be performed with ease

C %1                               3         ,    3
0 '20    -          ICl  -     F  1 (3.15)

1352,0FAH 31         j                 0                D      -         3  -8   31,„P a   1-)  5212

5 /KI

The values of kl and k2 are those values of k corresponding to the

largest and smallest vailues· of 6k compatible with a constant wk as shown

in Fig. 3-10.  The relationship relating wk and k is

6 2 _  OJ-n HE MAJ
n  1   - 32      PAH  E K0< A --                                  -    0 -) (/ D /0

0 -LA (3.16)
1,1      /<

where use is made of Eq. (3.11).

The values of k  and k  are
1          2

/          2                       2        3        17 6 1-11      7
l/

K  =      11-*  -3113  -3  to        _      ·s„  511< ..3\  -$)1°p 68,0..l ,-.

«
KI=·o O+LIviu , 52 (3.17)

r,AH) 
fl<.'  =       31  2  --32, 0-  f-»n,« ,    2-1« j

Combining the above with Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), one finds the relaxation

rate for nuclear spinwaves in the context of Richards' theory to be
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1    (-AK   B' I(I-+1)  (i j    K23-  1(,3 1   -

-riK =  ·.2  l    <'I,) j 12'17 (B )3832,°FAH.34 (3·18)

 · is taken to be 2a3 for RbMnF3 and a2c//F 2 for CsMnF3.  The following

definition is useful in reducing Eq. (3.16).to a more usable form.

rit' = A <2-2>= · - A r(I+I)·h«,/' 8-   (3.19)
The high temperature limit has been used.  Combining Eqs. (3.18) and

(3.19) and using the definition of B yields

"R,= J_ (A ['11«' IX_  R'I K -
r.3

(3.20)
·2               ( 671 (A   4\   3 32,0 PAH

The factor of one half comes from summing over one half the total

number of modes since relaxation via the field independent branch is not

included.

This relaxation rate agrees with Richards in the limit of large k

when rAH approaches zero, which it must.  There is a question of the  -

functional form of the inhomogeneity, i.e. the distribution of eq.  Using

for example a triangular rather than a square distribution of e  in Eq.

(3.13) would give a slightly different rate, but the general features

remain the same.  The results of Eq. (3.20) are shown in Figs. 3-13 and 3-14.

In the analysis just presented the relaxation rates at high k

-values are unaffected by the addition of the broadening of the high

frequency electronic mode.  This is reasonable because the density of

states due to the broadening of the electronic mode is considerably

reduced for high k values over the density of states at k=0.as can be
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seen in Fig. 3-18 (see also Fig. 3-17). Furthermore, at high k values.

the density of states due to inhomogeneity broadening becomes constant

while the intrinsic density of states increases linearly with k.

It is clear (see Fig. 3-14) that the result of including broadening

of the electronic mode did not account for the large discrepency between

the theoretical and experimental values for the relaxation rates in

RbMnF3.  One instructive thing learned is that for low k values the

relaxation rate is considerably higher than that calculated by Richards.

He assumed that at k values near k=0 the relaxation rate is governed by

broadening due to the small effects of the dipolar orginated demagnetizing

fields. In light of the foregoing, this broadening· is completely

negligible in comparison to the inhomogeneous broadening caused by the

electronic mode.  For CsMnF3 the data, as shown in Fig. 3-13, is

reasonably well explained for low k values by this approach.  In general

the addition of the broadening of the electronic system does not account

for the observed k dependence of the nuclear relaxation rates in CsMnF3'

In light of the results of Chapter II in which it is seen that

three magnon terms are important in the determination of the .parallel

pump thresholds it might be asked whether three magnon type

scatterings can be effective in relaxation.  Woolsey and White (WW)
27

consider three magnon relaxation processes for electronic spinwaves in a

- flopped antiferromagnet where the requirement of conservation of momentum

is relaxed because of inhomogeneities.  Also, three magnon terms cancel

, rH .1-to order
 __A 'as

noted in Chapter II, but the effect of inhomogeneities

removes this cancellation. It is obvious that a reasonable model for

the strains must be for'rnulated before their exact influence on relaxation

can be accurately assessed.  The model chosen by WW is arrived at because
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it is physically reasonable and gives experimentally observed results fot

electronic relaxation rates.

It is worthwhile to examine which three magnon processes are

possible for nuclear spinwave relaxation due to the exchange Hamiltonian

discussed in Chapter II.  These are three. magnon splitting and confluence

processes and are shown in Figs. 3-19a and 3-19b respectively.

Conservation of energy  for the processes which  a're of interest requi res

« - « + 6</3 (splitting)

64 + 641 = 65 (confluence)

where wl is the frequency of a nuclear spinwave and w2 and w3 are either

nuclear or electronic frequencies.

These three magnon relaxation processes due to the exchange are

,rH .6small because such terms vanish to order <  El'. Most of the possible
  Qk 

processes are ruled out by their inability to satisfy conservation of

energy while others are excluded because the coefficients of such three

magnon terms are rigorously zero if the sample is homogeneous.  With the

inclusion of the effects of inhomogeneity in the sample three magnon

relaxation effects might become appreciable.

E.  Contlusion

It does not s'eem possible to understand in any simple manner the

large differences between the nuclear relaxation rates in RbMnF3 and

CsMnF3.  Also, the k dependence of the nuclear relaxation rates is not

precisely understood. Richards' theory provides order of magnitude

agreement  for the .relaxation rates in CsMnF '  but the exact agreement

must be considered poor.  It appears that the temperature dependence of
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the nuclear relaxation rates in CsMnF3 is approximately linear with

temperature as predicted by Richards but, becuase of the narrow range

of temperature an exponential dependence is not excluded.

19M.H. Seavey recently observes in parallel pumping experiments

magnon phonon interactions in CsMnF3 at temperatures below 2°K.  In these

experiments two electronic spinwaves are pumped.  Such an interaction is

difficult to observe in the parallel pumping of two nuclear spinwaves.

Such an effect is detected by an increase in the observed relaxation rate

at a particular wavevector.  For nuclear spinwaves the wavevector where

such an effect could be observed is

k=&1
V

where w is the frequency of the phonon and V its velocity. Using typical
19    4 -1

numbers for CsMnF3 yields   a k value of 10  cm  ,  This is such a low

value of k that it would be reasonable that the increase in relaxation

rate due to the magnetoelastic crossover is masked by the large relaxation

I rate due to the inhomogeneities.

This work represents the first excitation of two nuclear spinwaves

by parallel pumping and hence, the first direct measurement of nuclear

relaxation rates.  In performing the parallel pumping experiments one

obtains the characteristic "butterfly" curve when the critical rf fields

are plotted against external field. These "butterfly" curves show a.

minimum at the predicted values of external field and this gives

confidence in the experiments.  In general, the parallel pumping of two

nuclear spinwaves can be a useful tool for the study of nuclear
...                                                                             St.,

relaxation rates.
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IV. PARALLEL PUMPING OF ONE ELECTRONIC

AND ONE NUCLEAR SPINWAVE

A. Introduction

The theory of Chapter II makes two very apparent predictions.

First, that it is impossible to excite simultaneously spinwaves by

parallel pumping if the magnons, either nuclear, electronic, or both,

are of the field independent type.  Secondly, the threshold rf field

for parallel pumping one electronic and one nuclear spinwave of the field

dependent branch bucomes very small as the pump frequency approaches the

frequency of the field independent electronic mode.  These two

predictions are a direct consequence of the inclusion of a Suhl first

order type process and hence, the reasonableness of this assumption can

be tested.  The sample used is RbMnF3 because its field independent mode

lies conviently at 10.7 GHz, a frequency easily accessible to experiment.

B.  Experimental Method

The sample of RbMnF3 examined is approximately a cube whose sides

have a length of 3 mm.  This sample is placed in the bottom of a TE
1 On

cavity made from modified standard X band copper waveguide.  The sample

is attached to the bottom by double sided "scotch tape" and removed by

dissolving the tape' with ethyl acetate. The sample is mounted such that

the <100> direction is parallel to.the rf as well as the external

magnetic fields.  The cavity is attached to a reflection type bridge

spectrometer.  The spectrometer is shown in Fig. 4.1.  Rf power is

provided by a varian X-38 klystron which is amplified by a Litton Model

539 pulsed traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier.  The TWT is operated

slightly saturated to produce flat pulses.  Frequency modulation of
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different parts of the pulse  i s undetectable. The pulses are twenty

microseconds in length and occur at a repetition rate of less than fifty

pulses .per second. The cavity is immersed in the liquid helium bath

to minimize sample heating.  Two X band cavities are used, each resonant

at two frequencies in a TE and a TE mode. The wide dimension of
101 102

the waveguide as well as the cavity length is adjusted to make the

 

cavity resonate at the desired frequency and to maintain a reasonable Q.

Q's are measured by observation of the ring time of the cavity.  The

cavity field is computed using the relation

2 .16 116,0 0k= _
1 1

f  v  D  -  ( s/As 1
where Pabs is in watts, f in GHz, V in cm3 and Q  is the unloaded cavity

Q.  Ag and Ac are the guide and cut off wave lengths.respectively.

The measurement at 13 GHz is made by using
Ku

waveguide components

in a configuration shown in Fig. 4-2.  The cavity is a TE102 type.

Microwave power is provided by a Varian X-12 klystron and amplified by a

Varian 617-G TWT. AEL model SW8141A diode sWitches are-used to switch-the

rf. These diode switches are driven by a Hewlett Packard model 212A

pulser.  Again, the cavity is immersed in the liquid helium.

In both systems it is found that spectrometer sensitivity is

significantly enhanced when the cavity is not critically coupled.  This

allows reflected power to bias the detecting crystal into a more sensitive

region.  The threshold power is taken to be that power level at which the

reflected pulse obtains its characteristic nonlinear shape.

....t-
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C.  Discussion of Results

The value of the critical field at k=O a t different frequencies

·                 is plotted in Fig. 4-3.  Obviously, there exists a minimum in the vicinity

of the field independent mode. This alone gives a strong support of the

validity of the theory of Chapter II. To check details of the results,

the following procedure is used.  The expression in Table 2.1 for the

critical fields versus relaxation rates is used together with known

electronic and nuclear relaxation rates to provide a prediction for the

critical fields for the excitation of one electronic and one nuclear field

dependent spinwave.  This predicted critical field is then compared to

the measured values.

The first question one must ask is, do the relaxation rates them-

selves depend upon frequency?  Richards' theory predicts that nuclear

21,30
relaxation rates are independent of frequency. Thus, one can use with

some  degree of confidence the values for nuclear rel axation rate measured

for RbMnF3 in Chapter III for all the pumping frequencies used here even

though the value of the nuclear spinwave frequency changes. The nuclear

frequencies are always above 500 MHz in the experiments performed in this

chapter.

The three following equations must hold in the electronic-nuclear

experiment for
RbMn F3

W p  =    tUX   .4-3·LK
(4.1)

2
.

.         wA  =  wiz  </ - 2 r'HE /4' \34 · ) (4.2)

1                   L                 1.1-
311<    =31,0    +  W K (4.3)

Rk and wk are the frequencies of the electronic and nuclear spinwave

... .../."./.„- ", . .......: . .. . .. .... . , ... .i .  '.....
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respectively, while w  is the pumping frequency.  Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3)

are discussed in Chapter III.  Eq. (4.1) is simple conservation of

energy.  These three equations determine uniquely the electronic and

nuclear frequencies for a given pumping frequency.  The nuclear relaxation

rates of RbMnF3 reported in Chapter III are measured at 1.15'K.  Since

the present work is done at 4.2°K the rul:axation must be corrected

accordingly.  They are assumed to follow the empirically detenmined

T1'3 behavior noted in CsMnF3 rather than the linear dependence predicted

by Richards.

One must decide the exact form for the electronic spinwave

relaxation rates.  For the frequency range concerned here the electronic

spinwave relaxation rates for RbMnF3 are taken to follow an exponential

frequency dependence of the form

-nke -  5.5x lo'  exp( 211'f //,05  xio'°  (4.4)

This follows from the work of Woolsey and White in which they considered

three magnon confluence processes involving only electronic spinwaves   -

when ka = .001.  The electronic relaxation rates are shown in Fig. 4-4.
31

This theoretical expression for the electronic relaxation rates can be

checked at one frequency. Seavey measures the relaxation rate of

1.1 x 107 sec-1 at a pump frequency of 16.9 GHz.  To infer the relaxation

rate from the critical rf field he uses the relationship of Hinderks and

Richards.  When one makes corrections, as pointed out in Chapter II, he

obtains 1.5 x 107 sec-1 which is in fairly reasonable agreement with

Woolsey and White's theory. Their theory is thus used for the electronic

relaxation rate.
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Combining their results for electronic relaxation rates with

measured nuclear relaxation rates yields the solid curve shown in Fig.

4-3.  In this graph the shape of the critical fields versus frequency is

affected little by the value of 920' the phenomenological damping factor

of the field independent mode except for the region extremely near the

frequency of the field independent mode.  The value of 02Q used in Fig.

4-3 corresponds to a full width of 200 Oe.  The fit of the experimental

points is remarkable considering the assumptions and the fact that

there are no adjustable parameters.  This shows the necessity for the

inclusion of the Suhl first order type process and gives confidence in

the frequency dependence of the electronic relaxation rates predicted

by Woolsey and White.

Further support for the theory of Chapter II is provided by the

inability to excite one nuclear and one electronic field independent

spinwave.  To make an estimate of the critical fields required for the

excitation of one electronic and one nuclear spinwave from the field

independent branch, the following values are inserted in the appropriate

formula in Table II-1:  n k = 1.0 x 10 7 sec-1, 92k = 5.0 x 106 sec-1,

T = 4.2°K, f  =.11.5 GHz, HE = 8.1 x 105 Oe, HN = 9.43/T Oe, H = 4.5 x 103

Oe and f = 540 MHz.  The result is a threshold field of the order of2k

30 Oe.  Only slightly discernable nonlinear processes are observed for

parallel pumping at a frequency of 11.5 GHz and input powers on the

,order of 200 watts.  At this pumping frequency the cavity is highly

perturbed by the large linear susceptibility of the field independent

mode and analysis is unclear.  At any rate, there is no easily detectable

...../-/-1....., :---
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nonlinear effect, as is expected from the preceeding estimate.

A process in which two nuclear spinwaves from the field independent

branch of RbMnF3  are  exci ted by parallel pumping was tried unsuccessfully

at T = 1.2'K and with rf fields estimated to be up to 50 Oe.  This also

is an expected result of Chapter II since the critical field required for

the excitation of two field independent nuclear spinwaves is a factor of

60 greater than the critical fields for the excitation of two field

dependent spinwaves of the same frequency.

It does not seem possible to excite two electronic field independent

spinwaves with. k > 0.  When n /0 < 2, the threshold field is actually2k  20

30 times that of the corresponding field dependent process if the

frequencies of the spinwaves excited are the same, and the relaxation

rates are assumed approximately equal.

N
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Fig. 4-4  Woolsey and White's predicted electronic relaxation rates

as a function of frequency for RbMnF3 at 4.2°K.  The point

is Seavey's inferred value from parallel pumping.
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D.  Other Effects Near Resonance Of Field Independent Mode

The data of Fig. 4-3 taken near the frequency of 10.7 GHz is

of questionable accuracy.  Because of slight sample misalignment, the

field dependent and independent electronic modes are coupled slightly..

Thus new modes are formed from combinations of the old modes. This can

be seen in Fig. 4-5 where the measured field for resonance is plotted

against frequency.  It can be seen that whenever the frequency of the

field independent and field dependent mode are approximately equal, care

must be taken in analyzing critical field data.  Such is the case for

the excitation of nuclear and electronic spinwaves when the pump

·

frequency is in the neighborhood of the field independent mode.

An interesting effect, previously unnoted, is observed in the

foregoing experiment.  There exist two distinct thresholds approximately

3 dB in power apart at high k values, and the two thresholds merge into

one at k = 0.  This double threshold occurs at the two frequencies near

10.7 GHz.  No data is presented because the effect changed from one

experiment to the next, suggesting orientation dependence.  Excitation

of two electronic spinwaves is ruled out because the·field for k = Ois
approximately the spin flopping field H  , which is 2400 Oe.  Above

SF

this field such excitation.is impossible.  For the pfesent case the

fields are at least 1000 Oe above H It is known that excitationSF

of two electronic spinwaves at fields above the field for k =0 is

possible, but such smearing out does not extend more than 300 Oe above

k = 0.

.

-"'*.rew'.
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E.  Conclusion

It appears that there is good justification for the theory of

Chapter II. The ability to predict the critical field for the electronic-

nuclear process in RbMnF3 from the nuclear and electronic relaxation

rates gives one confidence in the experiments and theory which are used.

for the prediction.

.'.
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V.  CONCLUSION

This work predicts that it is possible to excite by parallel

pumping electronic, electronic-nuclear and nuclear spinwaves in canted

low anisotropy antiferromaghets with a large hyper"fine interaction.  To

check this possibility electronic-nuclear and nuclear spinwaves have

been excited by parallel pumping by this author and electronic spinwaves

by M.H. Seavpy in
CsMnF3 and RbMnF3.  [xperillielildl results give confidence

in the interpretation that nuclear spinwaves are being excited.  In

particular the position of the minimum in the butterfly curves is where

it should be, and large rf fields are required to excite the instability

when the external field is greater than the field corresponding to k = 0.

It is shown that the Holstein-Primakoff formalism applied to a

canted antiferromagnet predicts generally the same results as Platzker

and Morgenthaler (MP).  The difference between this work and MP manifests

itself only when (w  -w2)/(lo  - w  ) deviates significantly from unity

for acceptible pumping frequencies.  This situation only arises in RbMnF3

when parallel pumping the field dependent mode at frequencies near w20.

MP predict that pumping at this frequency would require infinitesimally

small rf fields, a result which should be possible to check experimentally

in future experiments.

Nuclear relaxation rates measured experimentally generally are in

disagreement with theory.  For CsMnF3 the predicted k dependence of the

nuclear relaxation rates is not in exact agreement with that which is

observed.  The disagreement is more serious in RbMnF3.  Predicted nuclear
r.

relaxation rates are more than an order of magnitude lower than the

1. I.W.  0.  '. .....   ... I
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observed ones.  It appears, therefore, that the effects of strains must         ·

be included in a theory which attempts to explain nuclear relaxation

1.3rates.  The observed temperature dependence of T is not too far

removed from the predicted linear dependence, however.

It would be interesting to measure electronic relaxation rates

as a function of frequency as well as critical fields over a wide range

of frequencies for the electronic-nuclear process in RbMnF3.  The general

problem of relaxation in canted antiferromagnets using parallel pumping

as the mechanism for measuring the relaxation rates appears to be a

field which lends itself to much more investigation.

(
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